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Design Challenge
]GPS constellation has a mean orbital radius of about 26560 km from 
center of the Earth.
]The GPS signals propagate through ionospheric and tropospheric 
regions of Earth's atmosphere before reaching the user.
]The propagation delay caused by the ionosphere and the resulting 
position error can be significantly high during Solar Storms. 
]LAAS ground facility must ensure that the system meets all integrity 
requirements even during periods of high solar activity.
]Meeting integrity requirements perhaps the most difficult part in 
approving LAAS for safe use in the national airspace system. 
]Lack of a perfect model to predict solar activity adds to complexity of 
the problem.

Solution
]An Ionosphere threat model is established based on post-processed WAAS "Supertruth" data and data from 
NGS-CORS network of receivers during past solar-geomagnetic events. 
]Model used to determine worst-case airborne differential range errors.
]Vertical position errors determined based on the worst case differential range errors resulting from worst 
satellite or a combination of two satellites simultaneously affected by the ionosphere.
]Algorithms in the ground system use error values to determine inflation factors for broadcast sigmas 
transmitted to the airborne users to ensure integrity during precision approach and landing of an aircraft.

Fig. 5. Effect of Atmosphere on GPS Signal Progagation          

Ionosphere Modeling
]Ionosphere gradient modeled as a linear semi-infinite wave front with constant propagation speed
]Gradient: A linear change in vertical ionosphere delay between maximum and minimum delays
]Three key parameters in LAAS ionosphere threat model:
]1.  Spatial gradient in slant ionosphere delay
]2.  Width of linear change in delay
]3.  Forward propagation speed of the wave front relative to the ground

Maximum Ionosphere delay 
difference (D) is product of 
Slope (G) and Width (W)

D = WxG
]Data from post-processed CORS 
stations used to find largest apparent 
ionosphere gradients between two nearby 
CORS stations.
]Spatial gradients (mm/km) established 
by dividing difference in slant ionosphere 
delay between two stations by the ground 
distance between the two stations.
]Present Consensus Threat Model based 
on past storms:
  a.  Low Elevation Satellites (el < 15 
degrees) : 375 mm/km
  b.  High Elevation Satellites (el > 65 
degrees) : 425 mm/km
  c.  Linearly Interpolated between the 
above two limits
]Above model determined from data 
observed in Ohio/Michigan cluster of 
CORS receivers.

Fig. 2.  Simplified Ionosphere Wave Front Model

Fig. 3. Ionosphere Gradient for Low Elevation Satellites Fig. 4. Ionosphere Gradient for High Elevation Satellites

Inflation Algorithm Parameters
] Above Ionosphere threat model used as a basis to perform geometry screening or position-domain 
verification.
]All visible satellites at a particular epoch form the All-in-View geometry. A maximum of two satellites can be 
affected simultaneously by an anomalous ionosphere front. 
]Total potential subsets a user could use is given by:
 
                                                                                                             N: Total Satellites in view at an epoch
                                                                                                             k is constrained to be at least equal to 4
]Ground facility must ensure subsets which do not meet the integrity requirements are made unavailable to the 
airborne user.
]Achieved by inflating one or a combination of the following three parameters broadcast in the LAAS VDB:
    a.                      : Std. deviation of a Normal distribution that bounds the SIS contribution to error in corrected 
psuedorange at the GBAS reference point. Broadcast in Message Type 1. Unique for each satellite in view
    b.          : Std. deviation of a Normal distribution associated with residual ionospheric uncertainty due to 
spatial decorrelation. Broadcast in Message Type 2 as a single value common to all satellites in view.
    c. Pvalue : Ephemeris Decorrelation Parameter for a satellite in view. Broadcast in Message Type 1. Unique 
for each satellite in view.

]Inflating the sigma values affects the Vertical/Horizontal Protection Level (VPL) of the LAAS signal-in-space. 
]Inflating the Pvalue affects the Vertical/Horizontal Ephemeris Error Protection Bound (VPLe) for each satellite 
used in the position solution.
]Both VPL and VPLe must be below the Vertical Alert Limit (VAL) for the subset geometry to be available to 
the user

]The hybrid algorithm achieves the desired goal of uninterrupted availability at most major airports in the 
nation.
]This method results in better performance than a real-time           inflation algorithm
]Inflating                   relieves provides additional benefits for the Signal Quality Monitor (SQM) in a LAAS setup
]The hybrid algorithm promised to be a step in the right direction to solve the long standing issue to meeting 
LAAS integrity requirements during severe solar activity

Table 1: Availability results for major US Airports obtained using the Hybrid Algorithm

Results & Their Significance

Fig. 6. Availability at Memphis obtained using the Hybrid Algorithm
           for a RTCA-24 constellation 

Hybrid Algorithm Flowchart
]Hybrid Algorithm performs targeted (satellite-specific) Pvalue and Sigmapr_gnd inflation. This methodology 
could result is assured availability even during periods of severe solar activity.
]Pvalue inflation is ineffective at smaller separations between LGF and airborne user. Overcome by inflating 
Sigmapr_gnd for such cases.

Introduction

- Accuracy: Difference between the estimated and 
true aircraft position. Also called the Navigation 
Sensor Error (NSE).
- Integrity: Fails when position error higher than a 
certain alert limit and the user is not alerted of this 
error within a specified time-to-alarm.
- Continuity: Probability the navigation system would 
fail mid-air given it was available at the time of 
commencement of flight.
- Availability: Fraction of time for which the system is 
operational - providing position fixes with the required 
accuracy, integrity, and continuity.
]Performance of a LAAS system analyzed based on 
the fraction of time for which the system is available. 
]Goal is to provide availability for all time epochs at 
any LAAS-enabled airport.

Fig. 1.  Local Area Augmentation System Overview	 	 	 	                    Courtesy: FAA

]Local Area Augmentation System (LAAS): Ground based differential GPS system being designed to provide 
precision approach and landing capability for an aircraft.
]Would place subsystems on the ground at or near the airport to greatly enhance performance of airborne 
GPS receivers approaching that airport.
]The aircraft can be within a 20-30 mile radius from the airport. 
]Would complement space-based augmentations of GPS, such as the Wide Area Augmentation System.
]System must meet stringent requirements on accuracy, integrity, continuity and availability.  


